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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the structure and dynamics of water is one of the
most exciting interdisciplinary research topics in science.
Although it is one of the simplest molecules, water has myster-
ious properties that have intrigued scientists of many different
disciplines and that, despite its fundamental importance in
science, technology, and the environment in our daily life, are
far from being completely understood and are currently under
active investigation.1!3 At the same time, proteins are considered
as the major functional molecules of biology, have specific
functions, and their main properties depend upon their two
basic structures: the folded and the unfolded states. An essential
and intriguing biological feature of proteins is the highly coherent
(all-or-none) way in which these biopolymers pass forward and
backward between the fully native folded state (N) and the
unfolded (denatured state, D).4 A possible reason of this revers-
ibility is that folding has essentially three evolutionary constraints:
proteins must fold to a structure in a reasonable time, the structure
they fold to must perform a biological function, and the folded
structure must be stable enough to perform such a function
reliably. Together with the unexplained water thermodynamical
properties, the protein folding T unfolding process represents

today in science a deep open question: very stimulating if we
consider the role of water as the “life’s solvent”.5 A striking
example of the biological importance of water is that proteins
cannot perform their function if they are not covered by aminimum
amount of hydration water, i.e., the first hydration layer.6

In this paper, written on the occasion of the 70th birthday
celebration of Eugene H. (Gene) Stanley, who gave significant
contributions to the understanding of both water and protein
properties, we discuss the role of water in the protein foldingT
unfolding thermally activated process. We essentially consider
the results of different recent experiments, like nuclearmagnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy, neutron and light scattering, and calorimetry.

Protein hydration represents the process for which the incre-
mental addition of water to the dry protein has effects on its
essential properties. Beyond the first hydration layer, further
addition of water does not change significantly the biomolecule
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ABSTRACT: The thermal folding of hydrated lysozyme has
been investigated by means of the high resolution nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) technique. The protonNMR signal
belonging to the biomolecule hydration water (hydration level
h = 0.3) was analyzed with the aim to explore the protein
structural changes as well as to verify if water plays a role in this
biological basic phenomenon. In such a way, we studied the
proton chemical shift and the “apparent spin!spin relaxation
time” for which water molecules assume the role of system
probes in a situation in which the limited hydration of a solid-
globular lyophilized protein sample (covering on average the first hydration shell) enables data interpretation devoid of
complications arising from bulk water. The study was performed by means of proper temperature changes, different warming
and cooling cycles, that starting from the protein in the native state explore the reversible and the irreversible phases of the
denaturation. The obtained results confirm that water as a “local probe” follows accurately all the protein behaviors, detailing
properly its structural and dynamical changes in this transition, from native to denatured. Since the water chemical shift, as proposed
by commonly accepted theoretical and MD simulations findings, is linked to the hydrogen bond (HB) interactions, the obtained
data suggest that the denaturation process is related to the average number of bonds in which the water molecules are involved.
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properties, resulting only in a dilution.6!8The hydration shell can be
defined as the water associated with the protein at its hydration end
point. This shell represents the monolayer coverage of the protein
surface. Water outside the monolayer is perturbed to a signifi-
cantly smaller extent, typically not detected by measurements of
properties such as heat capacity, volume, or heat content. The
quantitative dependence of protein motions on water has been
illustrated, and it was established that a minimum hydration shell
is required for the systems to access their functional “resilience”,
i.e., a dynamics state that allows biological activity.

More specifically, in a protein solution, the biomolecule inter-
acts with two different kinds of water: (i) the bound internal
water and (ii) the surface water, i.e., the H2O molecules in direct
interaction with the protein surface. The bound internal water
molecules, which occupy internal cavities, seem to be extensively
involved in the internal protein hydrogen bonding (HB) inter-
action, in the sense that water acts as a sort of glue tomaintain the
protein in its folded globular phase. The surface water, called the
hydration water, is approximately the first layer of water mol-
ecules that interacts with the solvent-exposed protein atoms, feels
the topology and roughness of the protein surface, and exhibits
the slow dynamics (α-relaxation). Just the hydration water and
internal water are believed to have an important role in control-
ling the biofunctionality of the protein.

It has been experimentally shown, by measuring over the full
hydration range the reaction of lysozyme with the hexasaccharide
of nacetylglucosamine, that the enzymatic activity is closely
parallel to the development of surface motion, which is thus
responsible for the functionality of the protein. The threshold
hydration level, in this case, was measured as h = 0.2.7

Another intriguing phenomenon is the so-called protein!
glass transition (or dynamic transition) observed at around
TC = 220 K, below which proteins show hardly any biological
function;8!10 at TC in fact, a sharp increase in the mean square
displacement Æx2æ (MSD, of both water and protein atoms) is
observed. More precisely, forT <TC, the protein is in a state with
solid-like structure executing harmonic vibrations; as T increases
above TC, atomic motions evolve from such a state of harmonic
solid to anharmonic liquid-like motions.11 Proper experiments10,12

and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations13 gave evidence that
this dynamic transition of proteins is solvent induced, since the
hydration water also shows some kind of dynamic transition at a
similar temperature.10 In particular, Doster et al.14 on considering
infrared (IR) data suggested that the transition in the hydration
water could be described as the melting of amorphous ice and that
this solvent network is composed of water clusters (made of water
molecules fully tetrabonded with relatively strong internal HB).
They used this information to address the problem of the dynamic
coupling between the solvent and the internal protein motions,
suggesting that the cooperativity of the solvent HB network
provides the couplingmechanism in this lowT dynamical crossover.
Our recent Fourier transform IR (FTIR) experiments give
coherent results with such ideas suggesting that this dynamic
crossover in hydration water is the result of a transition from
predominantly networking water (NHB, low density) at lower
temperature to partially bonded water (high density form, made of
trimers, dimers, andmonomers) at higher temperature,15,16 proving
that the dynamic transition of proteins is solvent-induced. More
precisely, we classified water in twomain bonded populations (i.e.,
water belonging to theHB clusters (NHB or tetrabonded) and the
partially bonded (PHB)) and not bonded (free monomers).
Furthermore, such FTIR results come out independently from the

hypothesis of the so-called liquid!liquid critical point (LLCP)
model,17,18 a theoretical approach developed to describe the water
properties,19 but seem to confirm previous quasi-elastic neutron
scattering20 andMD simulation experiments on the same system.21

It must also be highlighted that the importance of the role
played by the hydration water in the protein folding behavior was
well realized after the Kauzmann introduction in the literature of
the “hydrophobicity”, a novel concept related to the protein
stability.22 In particular, the conformational flexibility of a protein,
and therefore its functionality, is extremely sensitive to the char-
acteristics of its HBs with hydration water. This latter experi-
mental fact is understandable considering that proteins evolved
from their very beginning in an aqueous environment.

Proteins exhibit intermediate structures under denaturation
(unfolding D), a process usually driven by thermal effects.4 The
dynamical properties of a protein are determined by its energetic
landscape formed during the folding process. Structures in
between the D and N states are unstable and contribute to an
energy barrier separating the globular protein (N state) from the
unfolded denatured one (D state). Whereas in the so-called
kinetic hypothesis of folding the protein native structure corre-
sponds to a relatively deep (stable) local minimum,23 instead in
the thermodynamic hypothesis such a minimum is global.24 The
highest point of the energy barrier defines the protein folding
transition state (FTS). Despite the high dimensionality of the
folding reaction, the FTS behaves like a transition state for a
simple low-dimensional reaction, and the folding process shows
simple exponential time behaviors. It follows that, in a fully
reversible process D a N, the ratio of the rate constants (for
unfoldingKu and foldingKf) is equal to the equilibrium constant:
KD!N = [D]/[N] = Ku/Kf. This, besides the complex structural
composition of the FTS at microscopic level, provides a simple
formalism to describe the process, allowing proper comparison
between experimental observations and theory. Proteins obeying
this behavior are referred to as two-state proteins. Another model
of folding that properly considers hydrophilicity and hydropho-
bicity is the sequential one which is essentially characterized by
three stages: (i) the formation of a secondary structure element,
stabilized by peptide-HB, in an unfolded chain; (ii) the merging
of pre-existing blocks with a secondary structure to an inter-
mediate globular (molten) structure, stabilized by hydrophobic
interactions, and (iii) the adjustment of this intermediate to the
final native structure stabilized by HB and “van der Waals
interactions”. In all of these states, the internal water molecules
are involved and can act, especially in the native globular phase, as
local bridges among protein hydrophilic parts to stabilize its
folded structure. Different interactions switch on consecutively,
the packing increases at every step, and the highest density is
reached in the native state.

Lysozyme (a small protein of 129 amino acid residues) shows
intermediate structures under chemical-,25 pressure-,26 and ther-
mal-induced denaturation.27,28 As proposed by the calorimetric
measurements,27,28 its unfolding process can be considered as a
three-state model: Na IDfD, with activation energies typical
of the HB. The first step is represented by the reversible denatura-
tion and can also be seen as a kind of strong-to-fragile liquid tran-
sition associated with the configurational entropy change,28,29 while
the second step is the irreversible denaturation and it is due to an
association of unfolded lysozymeunits.26,30All of these experimental
findings have been confirmed by theory31 and simulation.32

In this paper by taking into account data of previous experi-
ments15,20,21,34,33 and by considering a special analysis performed
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at molecular level by means of the NMR technique, we discuss
the physical properties of water in the thermal denaturation of
proteins. The main aim of our work is to highlight the role of
water in this essential biological process.

2. THE STATE OF THE ART (RECENT RESULTS)

As previously said, calorimetry is able to reveal, by a compar-
ison between the isobaric specific heat obtained by the differ-
ential scanning calorimetry DSC (Cp,DSC) and the temperature
modulated scanning calorimetry TMSC (Cp

/ = Cp
0
+ iCp

00
), that the

lysozyme thermal denaturation in aqueous solutions involves the
twomentioned steps: native Na ID (intermediate unfolded and
possibly reversible) and ID f D (irreversibly denatured).27 In
the TMSC technique, the thermally reversible enthalpy changes
are measured separately and simultaneously with the corre-
sponding irreversible changes, showing in the Cp

0
vs T plot a

broad peak centered at about Cp,max
0

= 346.2 ( 1 K. This allows,
by considering proper heating!cooling cycles, to discriminate
the observed energetic situation in terms of the two processes:
one, the thermal reversible contribution toCp

0
and the second one

that is the thermal irreversible.
In addition, such a procedure allows a precise quantitative

analysis on the system thermal changes identifying the following
main temperature intervals: (i) for T < 325 K, the initial slow
Cp

0
increase is due to the increase in the vibrational and configura-

tional degrees of freedom of protein native state N; (ii) for 325 K <
T < 346 K, the relatively rapid specific heat increase indicates
a predominant conversion of state N to state ID (with the
corresponding equilibrium constant KD!N that increases with T);
(iii) from 346 to 356 K, the rapid Cp

0
decrease is a result of a

relatively slow increase in the amount of the intermediate state
(a relatively rapid increase in post-denaturation); (iv) finally, for
T> 356K, a slight heat capacity increase is caused by the increase in
the vibrational and configurational contributions of the
denatured lysozyme, and any further denaturation. Thus, the
lysozyme reversibility region stops at the end of the peak region,
i.e., near 356 K.

These calorimetric results suggested us new spectroscopic (FTIR
andNMR) and neutron scattering studies with the aim to explore
the dynamics of hydration water in the lysozyme protein in the
temperature range 180 K < T < 360 K,15,34 also by means of
proper warming and cooling cycles. Specifically, by analyzing the
thermal evolution of the spectra of the OH-stretching vibration
modes and the NMR self-diffusion DS and spin!lattice relaxa-
tion time T1, for lysozyme with the following hydration levels h =
0.3, 0.37, and 0.48, we have demonstrated the existence of two
dynamical transitions in the protein hydration water. Figure 1
gives the corresponding results. In particular, the top panel
(Figure 1a) represents the relative populations of the three
different bonded water species. Below the first transition, at
about TL = 220 K, the hydration water displays the previous
discussed fragile-to-strong dynamic crossover that results in the
loss of the protein conformational flexibility. Above the second
transition at about TD = 346 K (nearly equal to that of Cp,max

0
),

where as shown by calorimetric27 and Raman28 experiments the
protein unfolds, the dynamics of the hydration water appears to
be dominated by the non-hydrogen-bonded fraction of water
molecules.

Both the two dynamical crossovers are thus observable in the
inverse of the NMR measured self-diffusion DS of the hydration
water molecules as a function of 1/T (see Figure 1, bottom left

panel whereDS measured at h = 0.3 is compared with that of bulk
water). The thermal behavior is analogous in a large temperature
interval where both the water species follow a Vogel!Fulcher!
Tammann (VFT or super-Arrhenius) law, 1/D = 1/D0 exp BT0/
(T ! T0). However, in the protein hydration water, the VFT
behavior is observed only in the interval from TL to TD, where it
crosses Arrhenius behavior, 1/D = 1/D0 exp EA/RT. Thus, in the
very low and in the very high temperature regimes, hydration
water follows a two-stage thermally activated energetic behavior,
and specifically the high-temperature data behavior can be fitted
with EA = 5.97 ( 0.55 kcal/mol, which corresponds to about an
energy needed to break 2.4 hydrogen bonds at TD.

35

More precisely by means of the FTIR spectroscopy, we have
considered the experimental OH stretching (OHS) vibrational
spectra of lysozyme hydration water, whereas with the NMR we
have investigated the long-time diffusion of both high and low
temperature dynamic crossover phenomena. Both the crossovers
are observable by means of the neutron scattering by measuring
the hydration water mean square displacement, the average rela-
xation time, and the self-diffusion coefficient.8,20,33,36 In particular,
because NMR measures the long-time millisecond self-diffusion
constant, during which the water molecules may have reached the
boundary of the confinement and reflected back, we have also con-
sidered the quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) thatmeasuresDS
on a subnanosecond scale. We also have profited of the QENS
technique to extract the migration distance d of the hydration water,
observing a pronounced increase in such a quantity above TD.

33

The low-temperature FSC dynamic crossover transition at
about 225 K is also related to the protein “ glass” transition which,
according to the neutron scattering data on the FSC,9,10,20 is
triggered by the strong coupling between the protein and the
hydration water. However, the main result of our FTIR experi-
ments which focus on water dynamics is that both protein
transitions are connected to the change of local hydrogen bond
pattern which in turn leads to mobility changes of both the
hydration water and the protein. Whereas at the low temperature
crossover there is a change in the water population from water
molecules belonging to the HB network to mobile water
(partially bounded and free), at the second crossover TD, the
majority of water molecules are free.

More information on the dynamics of hydration water in the
high-temperature crossover has been obtained by means of the
NMRproton spin!lattice relaxation timeT1measured under the
same experimental conditions as the self-diffusion experiment
(Figure 1, bottom right panel). T1 represents the longitudinal
relaxation time of protons and as it is well-known is connected,
together with the spin!spin proton transverse relaxation time
T2, to the transport properties of the system.37 The hydration
water spin!lattice relaxation time is characterized by two con-
tributions, one coming from the hydration water protons (order
of seconds as in bulk water) and the other one from the protein
protons (of the order of 10 ms). The figure also shows that, on
the contrary of bulk water (a VFT behavior), the hydration water
T1 is characterized by two different temperature behaviors above
and below the onset of the reversible unfolding regime. In the
protein N state, the hydration water longitudinal relaxation time
increases with T, following a behavior that is similar to that of
bulk water, whereas that of the protein protons remains nearly
constant. The situation changes dramatically on approaching TD
and the region of the high-temperature protein dynamical
transition where the T1 of the protein protons drops abruptly
and disappears just at TD. Conversely, the T1 of hydration water
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remains nearly constant, and afterward it shows a sudden increase
toward the values of bulk water, before irreversible denaturation
intervenes (a behavior analogous to that of the self-diffusion coeffi-
cient, Figure 1, bottom left panel). In summary, also in the high tem-
perature region, there is an overall agreement between the NMR
data and the FTIR OHS vibrational spectra. The protein denatura-
tion process, accompanied by an early stage of reversibility, starts just
when the population of free molecules approaches that of the
bonded, i.e., just when the probability for water molecules to form a
HB is about the same as it is to be nonbonded.

The theory predicts that slope changes in the Arrhenius plot of
the inverse of the diffusion coefficient take place when the config-
urational contribution to the specific heat has a maximum, and it is
known that the Adam!Gibbs equation relates these quantities as38

1
D

" 1
D0

exp
C

TSconf

! "
#1$

where 1/D0 is a prefactor, C is a constant, and Sconf is the system
configurational entropy. It is thus clear that by assuming the validity
of this latter equation the specific heat peak characterizing the
lysozyme thermal denaturation is associated with the existence of a
high-temperature crossover phenomenon in the inverse of the diffu-
sion constant of the hydration water. These results were confirmed
also by means of special NMR measurements34 where it has been
found that the contributionof the configurational disorder to entropy
is dominant, so Sconf ! S and

Sconf #T$ " Sconf #0$ %
Z T

0

Cp

T
dT #2$

These NMR results come out from the fact that the proton
chemical shift, δ, of water is directly connected with the magnetic
shielding tensor, and thus represents the local hydrogen-bond
geometry and order.34More precisely, there is a large literature39!41

showing direct relation between δ(T) and the average number of

Figure 1. (top panel) The relative populations of the three different bonded water species at the different temperatures. As it can be seen, the two
crossovers take place when a species becomes dominant with respect to the others. (left panel) The inverse of the NMR self-diffusion coefficient DS of
the lysozyme hydration water molecules as a function of 1/T, for h = 0.3, compared with that of bulk water. (right panel) The NMR proton spin!lattice
relaxation time constant T1 measured under the same conditions. Both quantities show a clear dynamic crossover at TD, and after it, their behavior
evolves toward that of bulk water, crossing it at about its boiling point. According to the specific heat results, the main regions of the folding process are
indicated together with the native one.27
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HBs, ÆNHBæ, in which a water molecule is involved, δ(T) !
ÆNHBæ. Since ÆNHBæ is related to the number of possible water
configurations, one can assume Sconf!!KB lnÆNHBæ. Therefore,
the temperature derivative of the measured fractional chemical
shift

! !ln δ#T$
!T

! "

P
" ! !lnÆNHBæ

!T

! "

P
"

!Sconf
!T

! "

P
#3$

should be proportional to the constant pressure specific heat
Cp,conf(T) (being CP = T(!S/!T)P). Such a quantity was measured
in these terms for confined water in silica nanotubes in the very
supercooled regime and in lysozyme hydration water in the
temperature range 195 K < T < 350 K.34 Figure 2 (upper panel)
shows, in a double scale plot, (!T!ln δ(T)/!T)P for lysozyme
hydration water, whereas in the right-hand side Cp measured by
means of the TMSC technique is reported. One can see that
(!T!ln δ(T)/!T) displays two maxima. The first, never experi-
mentally measured in the deep supercooled regime below 250 K
for water, is observed for both types of confined water at the

temperature of the first dynamical crossover. The second instead
is observed at a temperature nearly coincident with the associated
protein denaturation process (i.e., at the second dynamical
crossover). Figure 2 (lower panel) reports the Arrhenius plot
of D0/D vs 1000/T calculated according to the Adam!Gibbs
equation by considering the NMR specific heat (chemical shift
data), a plot in agreement with the data of Figure 1 (a change in
the slope for the inverse of the diffusion constant at 340( 5 K).
In the inset, the experimentally extracted averagemigration distance
d of the hydration water (QENS experiments) is reported; this
quantity is slowly increasing linearly within experimental error
bars below TD but rises sharply above TD, indicating a longer
migration of water molecules in between two successive trap sites.33

This is the actual situation regarding the lysozyme folding!
unfolding process coming out from a series of different experi-
ments and in some way confirmed by MD simulations.13,21,33,36

We presume that the role of water, and in particular of the HB
between water!protein and water!water needs some additional
studies especially from a local point of view. On these bases, we
have considered new NMR studies made just on the behavior of
the proton chemical shift (PCS) of the water!lysozyme system
(with h = 0.3) in different thermal cycles covering the principal
intervals, as proposed by the TMSC experiment, of the process
N a ID f D.

3. METHODS

3.1. Hydrated Protein Preparation.Hen egg white lysozyme
used in this experiment was obtained from Fluka (three times
crystallized, dialyzed, and lyophilized) and used without further
purification. Samples were dried, hydrated isopiestically, and
controlled by means of a precise procedure.20 We used samples
with the same hydration level h = 0.3.
The sample was lyophilized overnight to remove any water left

(about 7%). The dried protein powder was then hydrated
isopiestically at 5 "C by exposing it to water vapor in a closed
chamber until a hydration level of h = 0.30 ( 0.01 was reached,
i.e., 0.30 g of water/g of dry lysozyme. The hydration level was
determined by thermogravimetric analysis and also confirmed by
directly measuring the weight of the absorbed water. This
hydration level was chosen to have about a monolayer coverage
on the protein surface. For each experimental run, we have used
different samples.
3.2. NMR Experiments. The dynamical properties of the

system lysozyme!hydration water have been studied at ambient
pressure and different temperatures by using a Bruker AVANCE
NMR spectrometer operating at 700 MHz 1H resonance fre-
quency. In these NMR experiments, we have focused our interest
in the 1H NMR spectra (obtained from the free-induction decay
(FID)) by measuring the proton chemical shift, the maximum
intensity Imax (or INMR(T)), and the apparent spin!spin relaxa-
tion time T2

/ (a quantity related to the proton rotational time, i.e.,
a measure of the interparticle orientational time). We have
explored the hydrated protein as a function of the temperature
in proper heating!cooling cycles with an accuracy of(0.2 K by
using theT-dependence of the chemical shift of ethylene glycol as
a T standard. The spectroscopic experimental configuration was
the “magic angle spinning (MAS)”. By tilting samples of a precise
angle (about 54.7") with respect to the direction of the applied
magnetic field, the Hamiltonian term corresponding to dipolar
interactions vanishes and NMR peaks become narrower.42

Hydrated protein powders were placed in a 50 μL rotor and

Figure 2. (upper panel) The temperature derivative of the NMR
fractional chemical shift (left axis) and the specific heat measured by
TMSC (right axis) as a function of T, for the water/lysozyme system.
(lower panel) Arrhenius plot ofD0/D vs 1000/T calculated according to
the Adam!Gibbs equation by considering the NMR chemical shift data.
Note the agreement with change in the slope for the inverse of the
diffusion constant at 340 ( 5 K shown in Figure 1. (inset) The
experimentally extracted average migration distance d of the hydration
water (QENS experiments) slowly increases linearly within experimen-
tal error bars below TD but rises sharply above TD, indicating a longer
migration of water molecules in between two successive trap sites.33
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spun at 4000 Hz at the magic angle to increase the spectral
resolution.
We have conducted the experiments by means of different

heating!cooling cycles exploring completely or partially the
folding process N a ID f D. In particular, these cycles are
the following: (i) in the cycles A and B all the folding process was
studied, in the A case the hydrated lysozyme was heated from 295
to 365 K and than cooled up to 297 K, whereas in the B cycle the
covered range was the following: heating from 296 to 366 K and
than cooling up to 298 K. In both the warming and the cooling
cycles, the proton chemical shift has been measured with steps of
ΔT = 2 K; (ii) in the C and D cycles, we have worked inside the
Na ID region, in both we have started with the sample heating
at 320 K with the difference that in the C case the cycle was
inverted just to near after TD (i.e., 347 K) whereas in D cycle the
cooling was initiated at 343 K, just 3 K before the temperature of
the maximum in the specific heatTD; (iii) cycles E and F, here we
have operated by performing a system annealing at a certain
temperature inside the cooling part of the cycle (specifically in
the region Nr ID), in both cases starting from 320 K we have
reversed the temperature at 341 K, but at 330 K the thermal cycle
was stopped by maintaining T constant and performing the PCS
measurements with intervals of 1 h up to 20 h in the E case and
for 28 h in the F case; (iv) finally the cycle G operating only inside
the native N state was explored. Each heating or cooling step
(ΔT = 2 K) was made slowly in about 20 min just to avoid
unwanted abrupt temperature variation.
3.3. Chemical Shift.The chemical shift δ is an assumed linear

response of the electronic structure of a system under investiga-
tion to an external magnetic field B0, as B(j) = (1! δj)B0, where
j is an index identifying the chemical environment.43,44 Specifi-
cally, δ is related to themagnetic shielding tensorσ, which in turn
relates to the local field experienced by the magnetic moment of
the observed nucleus. The magnetic shielding tensor σ, strongly
dependent on the local electronic environment, is a useful probe
of the local geometry; and in particular for the hydrogen bond
structure for water and aqueous systems and solutions.45 Of
interest are generally its isotropic part, σiso & Tr(σ/3) and
anisotropy Δσ & σ33 ! (σ11 + σ22)/2 (σ11, σ22, and σ33 being
the three principal σ components); σiso is experimentally ob-
tained via the measured δ relative to a reference state through
the relation δ = σiso

ref ! σiso + (A ! 1/3)(χref ! χ). Here, χ is
the magnetic susceptibility and the factor A depends on the
sample shape and orientation; A = 1/3 for a spherical sample. Since
the magnetic field exerted on a proton is B0[1 + (4π/3)χ(T)],
the resonance frequency isω(T) =γH0[1! σ(T) + (4π/3)χ(T)],
where γ is the proton gyromagnetic ratio. Thus, the deviation of
σ(T) from a reference value gives δ(T). Since the magnetic
susceptibility per water molecule, χ0, can be assumed to be T and
P independent, χ(T) is simply given by χ0F(T), where F(T) is
the density at a temperature T.
In the liquid and gas phases, ω(T) and F(T) can be obtained

directly from the experiment. Considering that water molecules
in the gas phase at 473 K are isolated, we can set δg(473 K) = 0,
where g indicates the gas. Thus, δ(T) = [(ω(T) ! ωg)/ωg !
(4π/3)χ0(F(T) ! Fg)]. In such a way, δ(T) can be determined
from ω(T) and F(T). Hence, an isolated water molecule in a
dilute gas can be taken to be the reference for δ, so that δ
represents the effect of the interaction of water with the
surroundings, providing, in particular, a rigorous picture of the
intermolecular geometry.39 In liquid water, the shielding tensor is
isotropically averaged by fast molecular tumbling, so the NMR

frequency provides information only on σiso. In addition, the Δσ
contribution escapes detection because 1H relaxation is heavily
dominated by the strongmagnetic dipolefield fromnearby protons.46

As we have mentioned above, δ is directly related to the
average number of hydrogen bonds in which a water molecule is
involved.39!41 Furthermore, with the NMR signal intensity
INMR(T) being directly related to the system equilibrium mag-
netization M0 (or the susceptibility χ0), which depends linearly
on the total number of mobile spins per unit volume, on the
mean square value of the nuclear magnetic moment, and on 1/T
(Curie law), the obtained NMR spectra were corrected for the
Curie effect.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. The Spectral Evolution.The 1HNMR spectra (obtained
from the FID) of hydrated lysozyme measured in cycle A upon
the warming and cooling phases are shown in a three-dimen-
sional plot in Figure 3a and b, respectively. Figure 3a displays well
the evolution from the native to the unfolded state. The intense
contribution (4 orders of magnitude higher) centered at about
4.5 ppm belongs, as it is well-known, to water and thus in our case
to the hydration water protons, whereas the other peaks belong
to protein protons. In the low T regime, as it can be observed,
these latter are almost completely smeared out, meaning that
protein side chains are not mobile on the NMR time scale at this
hydration level. The situation changes at about 325 K, above this
temperature, which is on the border between the native and the
intermediate region, and protein side chains increase their
mobility. Furthermore, on increasing the temperature and in
particular above 346 K, clear and more resolved peaks appear in
the spectra. These contributions belong to the protein side chains
and as it can be observed, by increasing the temperature, are
characterized by a progressive narrowing in their width, a process
that as it is well-known is associated with an increased mobility of
the system. Figure 3b illustrating the spectral evolution during
the cooling gives evidence of the irreversibilty, showing that the
protein side chains maintain a certain mobility also at the low,
end cycle, temperatures.
At this stage, making reference to our main objective, i.e., the

clarification of the role of water on the protein denaturation, we
considered as an operating strategy to treat only the water proton
contribution on these 1H NMR spectra. The next figure (Figure 4)
thus illustrates the thermal evolution of the water protons signal
during some characteristic warming!cooling cycles. More pre-
cisely, the left side of Figure 4a deals with cycle Awhich explores a
temperature range that covers all three regions: native, inter-
mediate (reversible) denaturation, and irreversible denaturation,
whereas the right side of Figure 4a deals with cycle G that works
only in the protein native region. A first inspection of these data
clearly evidences the absolute irreversibility of cycle A, whereas
cycle G appears essentially reversible. Both cycles are character-
ized by changes in the corresponding spectral contributions, like
the intensity (I), the shift of the central frequency value (or chemical
shift, δ), the shape, and the HWHM peak width, Δν (that can
be used to obtain the apparent spin!spin relaxation time of
water protons directly, being T2

/ = 1/(π2Δν)). Just these
changes as a function of the temperature can give answers to
our question.
Figure 4b characterizes what happens inside the intermediate

region explored with two thermal cycles D (left side) and E (right
side) starting both from the native protein phase but completely
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different in their thermal evolution. As prevously specified, the
first case (D) starting from the N state at 320 K is characterized
by a warming stop just 3 K before the temperature of the
maximum in the specific heat TD (i.e., 343 K); after that, the
thermal cycle was inverted, returning to the starting temperature.
Whereas the second illustrated cycle (E) is characterized by
the thermal annealing, more precisely by operating at about the
same temperatures of the previous one the cooling was started at
T = 340 K and stopped at 330 K; after that, the temperature was
maintained constant for a period of 20 h in which the PCS
measurements have been performed with intervals of 1 h. In the
final stage of the latter case, the onset of the protein denaturation
is evident. In addition, in both cases, inside this intermediate
region and thus near the Cp,max

0
temperature, there are clear signs

of the irreversibility, a situation that appears in some aspects
different from that proposed by the TMSC calorimetric study.27

According to this latter study, it seems that the annealing process
will result in the protein denaturation, but on the contrary, our
NMR data propose that the ID region includes also the region in
which is located the specific heat maximum. In summary, our data
indicate that the borderline between the ID f D process is
represented just by such a maximum at TD.
The spectral transfer function of the NMR instrument is

typically represented by a Lorentzian form so that it is customary
to analyze the corresponding measured spectra by means of this
function. Figure 5 well illustrates such a situation; as it can be
easily observed, in the case of cycle G (the one performed inside

the native protein phase, N), all the spectra during the warming
and cooling processes can be described by the use of only one
Lorentzian form; instead, the final part of the heating phase of
cycle A and all its cooling parts are characterized by strong
spectral changes. It is evident from this that such an approach
furnishes a correct experimental procedure to test the level of
reversibility in the protein folding process looking only to the
hydration water. More precisely, the absolute reversibility will be
proved only when, within the experimental error, the same
Lorentzian (i.e., same parameters: chemical shift (δ), intensity,
and HWHM Δν) fits the two 1H NMR spectra measured
respectively at the same temperatures inside the heating and
cooling phases of a certain cycle.
The absolute reversibility of thermal changes in the native

phase is just quantitatively proved by this. Well different is,
instead, the situation observed in the cycle A where the explora-
tion was extended well inside the region of the protein irrever-
sible denaturation (Figure 5a). In such a case, the irreversibility is
complete and evidenced by strong spectral changes in form,
intensity, and δ. In particular, Figure 5a illustrates that the
measured spectra at the end of the cycle (T = 295 K, cooling)
can be analyzed only by means of two different Lorentzians,
named I and II. Because these two latter contributions appear just
after the crossing of the border of the ID f D phases, we have
assumed that the denaturation coincides with the possibility to
detect both the external protein hydration water and the internal
one. When proteins unfold in an open polymeric structure, the

Figure 3. 1HNMR spectra (obtained from the FID) of hydrated lysozymemeasured in cycle A upon thewarming (a) and cooling (b) phases, shown in a
three-dimensional plot.
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Figure 4. The thermal evolution of the NMR signal of the water protons during some characteristic warming!cooling cycles. (a, left side) Cycle A
covers all three thermal regions: N, ID, and D; (a, right side) cycle G works only in the protein native region N; (b, left side) cycle D starts from 320 K up
to 343 K and cooling back; (b, right side) cycle E starts from 320 to 340 K and cooling back up to 330 K where we have performed a PCS measurement
with intervals of 1 h up to 20 h.
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internal water (also considering the effective high temperature)
can easily break the HBs that link it to the protein residuals and
can diffuse and interact with the external one. This reason
explains the presence of two proton water NMR signals inside
the phase D. Whereas the component II is related with the
internal water, the component I belongs again to the external
one. A support on such a picture is given by the mentioned FTIR
results,15 that relate the relative integrated areas of the OHS
components essentially with the PHB and the free water species,
areas which cross just near TD, i.e., just when the probability for
watermolecules to form aHB (ormore explicitly theHB lifetime) is
about the same as that to be nonbonded. As mentioned above,
after the denaturation, these two water forms are present in the
system and can interact with each other or with the open bio-
polymer, in a complete different physical scenario if compared
with the folded protein native state. We hope to clarify it, illus-
trating soon the thermal evolution of the intensities (more
precisely the value at the spectral maximum INMR(T)) (Figure 6),
the apparent spin!spin relaxation times T2

/ (Figure 7) and the
chemical shifts (Figure 8), extracted by the NMR water proton

spectra measured here. Finally, we will report the configurational
specific heat extracted according to our NMR procedure34

(Figure 9). On looking at Figures 4 and 5 (especially the cycle
A spectra), one can easily observe that an increase in the spectral
intensity corresponds to a frequency narrowing and vice versa.
This means that the intensity and the spin!spin relaxation time
can have analogous thermal behavior; this is in fact reflected, as it
is observable in part A of Figures 6 and 7, by their overall
evolution in the warming phase.
Just to have a clear data representation, we have considered

plotting separately, in the case of the intensity and the relaxation
times, the warming and cooling parts of each cycle; only in the
case of the reversible cycles both the warming and cooling data
are all arranged in the same plots (part A of Figures 6 and 7). The
coolings of the irreversible cycles are reported in part B of
the corresponding figures. Figure 6 illustrates as a function of the
temperature the proton spectral intensities, INMR(T), or the
system equilibrium magnetization M0 (related to the molecular
magnetic susceptibility χ0 and proportional to the atomic con-
centrations), after the Curie law corrections. For proper data
identification, we have considered (for this one and the next
figures) different colors for the different cycles with different
symbols for the warming (triangles) and cooling phases. We also
reported, when present, the spectral contributions I (squares)
and II (diamonds).
It must be stressed that what we observe, in these warming

phases, is entirely due to the contribution to the 1HNMR spectra
of all the protein hydration water until the protein starts to unfold,

Figure 5. (a) Representative spectra of cycle A shown as the irrever-
sibility of the process is complete and evidenced by strong spectral
changes in form, intensity, and δ. In particular, the measured spectra at
the end of the cycle (T = 295 K, cooling) are fitted by two Lorentzian
components (I and II). (b) All the spectra acquired during the warming
and cooling processes of cycle G (the one performed entirely inside the
native state) can be described by the use of only one Lorentzian and
demonstrate as the process is totally reversible.

Figure 6. (A) NMR proton spectral intensities, INMR(T), during the
warming phase for all cycles and also during the cooling phase only in the
case of the reversible cycles. (B) INMR(T) in the cooling phase of the
irreversible cycles.
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a condition in which the internal water cannot give any spectral
contribution, being essentially frozen in the biopolymer structure.
In the warming phase (see Figures 6 and 7), we have in the

magnetization INMR(T) and in the spin!spin relaxation time
T2
/(T) similar temperature behaviors with two crossovers coin-

cident with the special temperatures characterizing the protein
behavior as evidenced by the specific heat data:27 the first one is
coincident with the temperature T = 325 K, the N a ID
transition locus (reported as a dotted line), and the second
one is observed at about Cp,max

0
(i.e., TD, continuous line). More

precisely, the spectral intensity and the relaxation time increases,
by increasing T, up to T = 325 K; after that, it starts a decrease
that ceases with a minimum at about TD, where a new growth
restarts.
An overview of the strong link between hydration water and

the protein during the unfolding process can be accounted for by

considering, together with these NMR and Cp findings, the FTIR
results (Figure 1, top panel). In particular, these data stress that,
at these high temperatures of the unfolding, the PHB water
molecules have strong influences on the native protein phase,
whereas the water monomers seem to dominate the irreversible
denaturation one. In fact, we observe that the temperature where
the PHB water population has its maximum coincides with the
INMR(T) and T2

/(T) maxima (T" 325 K), whereas their minima
mark the crossover temperature ("TD) at which monomers
represent the majority of the water molecules. More complex it
appears the situation in between these maxima and minima
marking, respectively, the N a ID transition (or the unfolding
beginning) and the borderline of the folding reversibility. Mean-
ing that whereas below 325 K the protein interacts essentially
with its hydration water, above such a temperature are also
available interactions between the protein hydration and internal
water in an increasing manner by increasing T. Above the
temperature of the maximum in the specific heat TD (i.e., 346 K),
there is the onset of the protein irreversible denaturation with a
complete structural change in the biopolymers that allows the water
(hydration and internal) to interact not only with the hydrophilic
but also with the hydrophobic protein groups with sudden effects in
the proton dynamics.
The presence of a minimum in both INMR(T) and T2

/(T) is
explained by the fact that the starting in the unfolding process is
accompanied by an increasing in the system configurational
changes as revealed by the NMR and neutron diffusion measure-
ments and by the specific heat behavior. This simply means an
increase in the system degrees of freedom that is reflected
essentially in both the average proton magnetization and relaxa-
tion times and thus also in the averaged HB numbers. The effect
of this latter situation constitutes the final part of this work where
we will study the behavior of the proton chemical shift. We also
remember that T2

/(T) is a quantity connected with a sort of
average rotational proton relaxation time,37 i.e. a quantity strongly
linked with the system local changes. On these bases, a maximum
in the configurational energy behaves as a minimum in the two
quantities that are the object of our discussion (magnetization
and spin!spin relaxation time).
From a molecular point of view, the increasing amount of the

water monomer seems to also be the effect of a more dynamical
system situation reflected by a knee, located at around TD, in the
configurational entropy calculated by the calorimetric data.33

The TD region, where the PHB and free water concentrations
cross, can be considered as a metastable region where the protein
can fold; here in fact the HB breaking becomes highly probable,
not only for water but also for the protein. Therefore, such a
sharp change in Sconf may be considered as the sign of the onset of
the irreversible denaturation.
As previously said above TD, protein goes quickly toward the

structural phase of an open polyelectrolyte, offering to the
solvent, composed now by hydration and internal water, both
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts and a sudden T increase
above TD will cause the irreversible denaturation.
As illustrated by Figure 5, when the protein unfolds irrever-

sibly, the situation changes completely and the first signal we
have is that the NMR spectra cannot be treated by the use of only
one Lorentzian component. We need now two components that
can be related to the new forms of the polyectrolyte “solvation”
forms. Figure 6B illustrates this latter situation: just when the
temperature of cycle A is inverted (T = 365 K), we need to treat
the NMR spectra with two spectral contributions, one with a

Figure 7. (upper panel) The temporal evolution of the apparent
spin!spin relaxation time T2

/ of the two contributions measured during
the isothermal annealing (at T = 330 K) of cycle E. (A) T2

/ during the
warming phase for all cycles and also during the cooling phase only in the
case of the reversible cycles. (B) The same as part A but during the
cooling phase of irreversible cycles. One can note that, in the case of
cycle A, the T2

/ corresponding to contribution I evidences a maximum
just at around T = 340 K, whereas the one corresponding to contribu-
tion II is characterized by a slow evolution toward a stationary behavior
at the lowest temperatures.
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magnetization intensity nearly the same as that of the warming
phase and a second one with a very low intensity value if
compared with the first one. A first inspection of this figure
reveals essentially two main temperature regions above and

below T " 339 K, characterized by different behaviors in the
contributions I and II.
By cooling, the first contribution I assumes, for a certain T

interval inside the D region (up to about 350 K), values close to

Figure 8. Thermal evolution of the measured 1H NMR chemical shift δ(T) for all the studied thermal cycles. For comparison, the data of the pure bulk
water chemical shift are also reported. Note that the analytical continuation of the measured protein hydration water δ(T), corresponding to the
warming phase at the highest temperatures, crosses the pure bulk water chemical shift at about 370 K. The same situation was found for the self-diffusion
coefficient and spin!lattice relaxation time (see Figure 1).

Figure 9. The configurational specific heat evaluated according to the procedure described in eq 3 for all the cycles during the warming phase. The
cooling part is reported only for cycle A for simplicity. It is worth noting that the value of the obtainedmaximum is, within experimental error, the same as
that measured by the DSC and TMSC calorimeters.27
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those of the warming phase with a similar temperature behavior.
For this, we can assume that such a contribution belongs again to
the hydration water, whereas the second one, II, belongs to the
internal or the water molecules that can be linked to the protein
(e.g., solvation water). This latter, as can be seen, is characterized
by a progressive increase in its magnetization values by decreas-
ing T. It can also be noticed that whereas the intensity of the
contribution II increases by decreasing T, the intensity of
contribution I decreases, a situation that is maintained up to
"339 K; after that, contribution I is characterized by a progres-
sive increase by loweringT. This is accompanied by the evolution
of contribution II toward a less intense and stable value. Where I
shows the intensity minimum, II is characterized by a broad
maximum. During the cooling phase, these two water forms can
interact with themselves and with the unfolded protein. In
addition, the temperature decreases can cause some configura-
tional instabilities in the biological macromolecule, e.g., a com-
plete or partial unfolding during the first stage of the cooling.
This certainly affects the water molecules and thus the I and II
species behavior. After that, a restoring of stabilty will start, that
as evidenced by Figures 6 and 7 seems to occur at about 340 K
where the water ceases to be dominated by free water and are
restored bonded structures (like dimers, trimers, and tetramers).
Figure 6 also reports together with the three irreversible cycles

A, C, and D the cycles E, F, and G. As said above, cycles E and F
that were considered to study the sample annealing are essen-
tially identical: we have operated starting from 320 K with the
care to remain inside the region T e 340 K, reversing the cycle
just at this temperature. However, at 330 K, we stopped T, by
isothermally annealing for a period of 20 h, inside the N a ID
region in the E case, whereas in the F case the annealing period
was of 28 h. During the annealing, the PCS measurements were
made in intervals of 1 h. Although these two cycles are identical,
we have obtained different results; in the first case (cycle E), after
1 h of the annealing, the denaturation process starts, whereas in
the second case the system remains the same for the 28 h in
which it was monitored, evidencing no denaturation. In sum-
mary, the overall behavior that we observe, regarding the
unfolding process, is partially different from that depicted by
the calorimetric measurement. We have the same three-state
representation, but in our case, we have that the onset of the
irreversible denaturation region (D) appears to be located at TD
(in some way, the specific heat maximum marks the ID f D
process). However, it appears from the measured data the
relevance of the temperature 340 K, that marks the region in
which free water essentially plays the main role. The overcoming
of such a temperature seems to be the threshold of the N a ID
process, that as evidenced by the cycles E and F may be
essentially metastable. Cycle G is instead completely reversible.
Also, the apparent spin!spin relaxation time evolution in the

cooling phase (Figure 7B) seems to confirm such an interpreta-
tion about the 340 K temperature, located in between a high T
region dominated by free water and a low one in which PHB
water is the essential component.
In the figure, as it can be seen are plotted the two T2

/ values
corresponding to the contributions I and II of the cycles A, C, and
D in which the unfolded phase is observed. In the case of cycle A,
the T2

/ corresponding to contribution I evidence a maximum just
around T = 340 K, whereas the one corresponding to contribu-
tion II is characterized by a slow evolution toward a stationary
behavior at the lowest temperatures. Both these times reach a
stable value at about 325 K, i.e., the threshold value of theNa ID

transition. For the cycles C and D, we observe that the relaxation
times corresponding to component II have identical behavior to
that of the previously reported cycle, whereas for the component
I at the inversion temperature, lower T2

/ values are measured if
compared with that of cycle A. However, by decreasing T, this
time increases and at about 330 K crosses the values of the
previous cycle and evolves at the lowest temperature at the same
manner remaining practically constant for T < 325 K (going thus
inside the protein native region). Such a situation reflects the
above-mentioned protein configurational instabilities in the first
stage of the cooling phase after the irreversible denaturation.
The isothermal annealing, at T = 330 K in cycle E, is illustrated

in the upper panel of Figure 7, where the temporal evolution of
the two measured contributions is reported. As it can be
observed, the temporal behavior of these two spin!spin relaxa-
tion times is characterized by a slow evolution to stable values
that result nearly the same of the corresponding measured in the
irreversible cycles and reported in Figure 7B. From this kinetics,
there is the suggestion that the reversible phase may be con-
sidered as metastable.
4.2. The Chemical Shift and the Configurational Specific

Heat. Figure 8 illustrates the thermal evolution of the measured
1H NMR chemical shift δ(T) for all the studied thermal cycles;
all data of the warming and cooling phases are considered. In
particular, the values corresponding to the spectral contributions
I and II observed during the cooling of the samples subject to the
irreversible denaturation are also taken into account. For com-
parison, the data of the pure bulk water chemical shift are also
reported.
As it can be observed, both the protein hydration water in the

native phase and the bulk liquid chemical shifts are characterized
by a linear decrease as the temperature increases. However, the
protein hydration water behavior is various and different in the
warming and cooling phases. Whereas the warming phase dis-
plays an identical temperature evolution of δ(T) for all the
studied cycles, the cooling process is essentially characterized by
two main behaviors. In the high temperature regime from 367 to
about 350 K, the chemical shift evolves, as a function of T, in the
same linear way of the warming phase with about the same values.
On the other hand, for T < 350 K, the situation changes for the
presence of the two spectral contributions I and II, characteriz-
ing, as stated above, the system evolution after the irreversible
unfolding took place. These contributions are practically iden-
tical above TD, but they evolve separately below it. A very
interesting situation marks the warming phase: it is easy to
observe in fact a sharp change in δ(T) that starting at about
339 K stops near 350 K. In addition, if we consider also cycles E
and F, whose cooling process starts a few degrees below the onset
of that knee, we observe that the corresponding chemical shift
increases linearly by decreasing T but parallel to the data measured
during the warming phase. This gives a sign that the onset tem-
perature of such a change could be considered as the end of the
native state. However, the comparison with the spin!spin
relaxation time and the intensity evolution just of these two
latter cycles (E and F) suggests that such a temperature is inside a
region of metastability where the times of an isothermal anneal-
ing can be very long and a warming!cooling cycle is substantially
reversible. A very important situation comes out if we consider
the analytical continuation of the measured protein hydration
water δ(T), corresponding to the warming phase at the highest
temperatures (where essentially all water molecules are free): we
observe that such a quantity crosses the pure bulk water chemical
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shift at about 370 K (i.e., just near the water boiling temperature).
The same situation was found for the NMR self-diffusion
coefficient and spin!lattice relaxation time (see Figure 1).
In conclusion, we consider the use of these chemical shifts data to

evaluate the configurational specific heat according to the procedure
described above (eq 3). Figure 9 shows (!T!ln δ(T)/!T)P for
lysozyme hydration water evaluated from the reported δ(T) data
for the different thermal cycles studied. The (!T!ln δ(T)/!T)P
data obtained during the warming part of the cycles A, B, C, D, E,
and F are specifically reported. Only in the case of cycle A we
also report the data obtained from the corresponding cooling
part; the reason is that practically we have obtained the same
results for all the cooling parts of the other cycles. As it can be
observed, the value of the obtained maximum is, within the
experimental error, the same as that measured by the DSC and
TMSC calorimeters.27 However, there are some differences
between the data of these latter experiments and the quantity,
obtained according to our procedure, proportional to the con-
stant pressure configurational specific heat Cp,conf(T). This latter
one is represented by a narrow and nearly symmetric distribution
than that of the endothermic one measured by means of the true
calorimetry experiment. A second difference is represented by
the values characterizing the high temperature region, T > 350 K:
whereas in our data these values are about the same, a little lower,
of the ones measured in the opposite side of the peak, in the case
of the calorimetric experiment theCp

0
values are higher in the high

T regime with respect to the other ones. In addition, the Cp
0

measured in the cooling phase is represented by a large peaked
distribution centered at about 335 K.
The reason for these differences lies in the fact that the DSC

and the TMSC calorimeters measure all the significant system
contributions to the specific heat, i.e., the vibrational and con-
figurational parts, whereas here we measure only a contribution
proportional to the configurational energies associated with the
protein folding. Another important and significative difference is
that, whereas in the true calorimetric experiments (like DSC and
TMSC) all the contributions to Cp

0
coming by all the system

molecules (lysozyme and water) are macroscopically measured,
in our case, we use only the water protons contribution to probe
locally the system configurational evolution as a function of the
temperature. The first macroscopic canonical approach is cer-
tainly more complete (all the energies corresponding to all the
available degrees of freedom are evaluated) than this second one
local in character. However, in a process in which the physics is
essentially governed by configurational changes (like the protein
folding process), the latter one, although it furnishes only a
quantity proportional to Cp,conf(T), appears to be more useful
than the previous one. Therefore, the quantity reported in
Figure 9 represents the lysozyme folding process evaluated in
terms of microscopic and local configurational changes.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented results about the thermal
folding of lysozyme in water obtained by means of NMR experi-
ments. We have used the proton NMR FID of the water
molecules around the protein as the probe of this complex pheno-
menon measuring all the related quantities in different thermal
cycles by considering protein samples with the same hydration
level h = 0.3 (a value for which there is about a single monolayer
that covers the protein). A hydration condition that, as widely
recognized, represents a threshold value for the protein biological

activity6!8 and for which the water can be used as a monitor for
the protein changes under thermal perturbations.8!10,12,14,28 We
have followed the suggestions of a previous calorimetric study27

whose findings, by exploring the water!lysozyme system in
proper thermal cycles, indicate that the protein denaturation
takes place by considering the macromolecule in terms of a three-
stage model: a native structure (compact and globular) that evolves
in an intermediate state (globular, open, or molten) through a
reversible transition and finally in the irreversible denatured state
as an essentially unfolded polymer chain (a sort of disordered
coil). Thus, a progressive conformational change occurs from the
native globular structure to that of an open coil in which the
protein interactions are switched off, and the macromolecular
packing decreases at each of the steps characterizing the entire
N a ID f D process.

The actual literature,10,12,14 especially the theoretical,4,13,21,23,24,31,32

gives the idea that in all these stages of folding and unfolding
processes water certainly plays a role; however, we do not have
definitive answers to this important question on molecular based
experiments. Thus, here by means of an NMR study we have
considered two aspects like the monitoring of the protein
structural changes and the verification of the possible manners
in which water contributes to the protein denaturation.

The obtained results, by confirming that the local probe
“water” accurately follows all the protein changes in the warming
and cooling phases of the thermal cycles used to explore the
thermal denaturation of the lysozyme, also indicate that some
water physical properties, especially the HB, appear to be at the
origin of the studied phenomenon.

We have started by considering previous experimental results,
in the same system: the water self-diffusion coefficient and the
vibrational OH-stretching measured, respectively, by means of
the NMR and FTIR spectroscopy. Whereas the first experiment
suggests a dynamical crossover just at the temperature of the
onset of the irreversible denatured phase (D) observed by the
calorimetric experiments, the second experiment gives evidence that
such crossover temperature marks the borderline of a region in
which the not bonded free water represents the larger moiety. With
the DS being related, by means of the Adam!Gibbs model, to the
configurational entropy and with the hydration water concentration
being enough to cover the protein surface, we argued that the water
molecules have to follow the changes in the protein structure.

Making reference to these findings, we have extracted from the
NMR proton spectra the intensity (the molecular magnetization)
and the apparent spin!spin relaxation time. Both of these quan-
tities evidence that protein water not only follows all three stages
of the denaturation process but also reveal the active role of water,
essentially in the intermediate reversible stage, in the protein
denaturation. From the comparison with the OHS vibrational
spectra measured by means of the FTIR spectroscopy, we have
an indication that the two changes in the N a ID f D regions
are related to corresponding changes in the water structure from
the region dominated by the NHB and PHB water forms to a
final situation (irreversible denaturation) where the water mono-
mers are dominant.

We also observe that, whereas in the warming phase of the
proposed thermal cycles, up to the onset of the irreversible
denaturation the thermal evolution of the system is well mon-
itored by the hydration water (the only that contributes to the
NMR FID) when the irreversible structural change of the
biomolecule starts, a new contribution due to the protein internal
water appears. This form of water, which is hydrogen bonded to
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the folded protein internal sites, at this stage can recover its
degrees of freedom and thus contributes to the NMR spectra.
During the heating phase, significant changes appear in the INMR(T)
and theT2

/(T) data at all the temperaturesmarking the crossovers of
the three unfolding stages. Instead, in the cooling phase after the
protein denaturation, a different physical scenario is observed: now
the macromolecule is an open random coil and the water molecules
evolve in a different way with respect to the previous case of a rigid
and dense globular structure. In the actual situation, the protein
offers to the water all its hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups. At the
same time, a temperature decrease can also cause some configura-
tional changes in the biopolymer toward a more dense structure
induced by entropic effects as far as in any polyelectrolyte dissolved
in a solvent.47

Although the protein is now in a denatured state, all themolecular
ingredients that in principle can originate a new folding process are
again present in this concentrated protein!water suspension. This
in our opinion explains what happens during the cooling phase of
the denatured protein when the behaviors of the corresponding
magnetizations and relaxation times can be expressed in terms of
two spectral contributions, I and II, characterizing the water
suspension of these unfolded disordered coils.

As it can be observed in Figures 6B and 7B, there are in this
phase two distinct regions: onemore dynamical and “unstable” at
the highest temperatures near the irreversible denaturation
temperature and a second in which the system relaxes in a more
stable, nearly temperature independent, physical configuration.

Moreover, the proton chemical shift frequency δ(T) and its
derivative (!T!ln δ(T)/!T)P related, respectively, to the con-
figurational entropy and the corresponding specific heat confirm
how water marks the entire thermal evolution of the system
under study. There is in these data a complete agreement with all
the findings of the previous experiments performed under the
same conditions, in particular with the NMR self-diffusion, the
quasi-elastic neutron scattering relaxation time, for which the
configurational entropy (Figure 8) can give a proper description
of the system. Just in such a quantity, we observe a marked
change in the temperature interval 339 K < T < 350 K. In
addition, just after this latter temperature, the protein irreversibly
denatures and the proton δ(T) (representing now the chemical
shift of a mixture of both the hydration and protein internal water)
evolves toward the corresponding value of the bulk water that
crosses at about 370K. In addition, on looking at Figure 8 during the
warming cycle, the temperature 339 K seems to be the locus where
the protein native state in our protein suspension ceases to exist.

Finally, we have comparatively considered our obtained con-
figurational specific heat (Figure 9) with the one observed in the
calorimetric experiments.27 Although the results on the Cp(T)
characterized by a marked maximum at about the same tempera-
ture TD ("346 K) are similar, we have confirmation that all the
unfolding process is due exclusively to changes in the system
configurational degrees of freedom.
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